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LIGHTING
They highlight your
merchandise while maintaining the color realities of
the objects displayed.
LLEDÓ lighting can create
visual environments or
simply adapt the lighting to
the changing requirements
of your special geometries.
Our luminaire families
represent highly efficient
and professional solutions,
that are adaptable, flexible
and easily integrated into
any retail space.

Carso Retail
All the products are
highlighted with a greater
light intensity thanks to the
Nature technology.
Providing a higher accent
lighting definition.

ACCENT LIGHTING
Recommended products:
Watts: 15 - 45 W
Lumens: 700 - 5000 Lm
CRI: 90 - 97 / Dynamic
Carso

Logar

eQ Modular System
You can increase the
lighting levels by increasing
the number of modules.
Always adapted to your
needs to obtain an efficient
and quality lighting.

View

Teatral S / M

SOFT LIGHT
Recommended products:
Watts: 30 - 80 W
Lumens: 3000 - 9000 Lm
CRI: 80+ / Dynamic
160 Systems

Forum

Variant C

eQ Modular System

VARIANT C
The performance and
uniformity of the Softlight
optic gives a perfect
daylight simulation.
DOWNLIGHT
Recommended products:
160 Systems
Get different lighting
visuals incorporating
integrated and new lighting
effects.

Watts: 15 - 45 W
Lumens: 700 - 4000 Lm
CRI: 90 - 97 / Dynamic
Lego

Nur

Xila

eQ M1/M2

Advance

CONTROL
Quantum Control System
is a lighting control and
energy management
system that provides total
light management by tying
the most complete line of
lighting controls, motorized
window shades, digital
ballasts and LED drivers,
and sensors together under
one software umbrella.

control
Schedule lights, shades,
and temperature
(Dynamic light, RGB)
to automatically adjust
at set times of day.
Wireless control.
The shop manager
can control it via
smartphone
or tablet.

mantainance
Adaptive Control.
It informs you in case
there is something
wrong.
A detailed diagnostic
of the installation.

Consumption.

safety
Emergency
lighting tests.
Periodic supervision
of the installation.
Security lighting.
The lights turn on
in case there is an
intrusion.
Schedule integrated
in the alarm system.
Manage area groups.
Maintenance personnel.

CEILING
Metal, wood and fabrics
are three materials used to
custom-finish any ceiling
design for a unique final
result. The perceptions of
space, the wellbeing of the
user, environmental considerations and the requirements for durability can all
be satisfied with LLEDÓ’s
proven ceiling portfolio.

METAL
The upper profile is
perpendicular to the
muffler made from 0.6 mm
black lacquered galvanized
steel. Height 25 mm.
Straps System

WOOD
Varnished natural wood
or melamine sheeting
with different finishes.
Nature System
Different variants: Wood
reticular, oculto, acustic or
straps. Reticular has visible
profiles made of profiled
steel sheet in any color
and width of 15 mm.
The rest have hidden
profiles. Acustic & Oculto
in a double system at
two levels and straps
in extruded aluminum
assembled on blocks.

Open System

Our modern
ISO 9001
certified
plants, and
our R&D
and Quality
Departments
always
ensure the
best result
for each
solution.

BAFFLE
The upper profile is made
of 0.6-thick black-lacquered galvanized steel.
Height of 25 mm.

TEXTILE
Communicative lighting
elements combining
advanced technologies
and control Led systems.

Muffler System

Art System

Both metal and baffle are
made of smooth steel or
many perforated variants;
stove enamelled. Edges at
90 deg; height 150 mm on
a 30 mm base.

Spain
T. +34 916 656 180
info@lledogroup.com
France
T. +33 (1) 56 83 71 35
info@lledofrance.com
UK
T. +44 (0) 1327 811780
info@lledouk.com
Middle East
T. + 971 551442958 / + 971 56 4543029
jasanchez@lledogroup.com
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